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ake no beans about it . . . people can be quite passionate about coffee,
especially when it can be shared with a friend. For some, life often boils
down to one question . . . cream or sugar?
A cup of warm java can be enjoyed in a quiet time of retreat and reflection.
Stir in some passionate faith . . . and you have A Cup of Devotion with God.

In this book we have included encouraging stories, inspiring quotes, and
life-giving Scripture with reflections of coffee, treasures of friendship, and
fellowship with God.
So fill your cup to the brim and enjoy! We hope and pray this book, like
the passion of your favorite beverage, warms your heart with inspiration
and devotion.
Dan & Dave Davidson
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Wake Up
& Spill
the Coffee
A most ideal coffee collaboration
includes the local morning paper
delivered at the door, a terry cloth robe
soft and white, and a plateful of warmed,
homemade blueberry scones.
Becca Lynn
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Fill My Cup Lord
In the morning, O Lord, you hear my voice;
in the morning I lay my requests before
you and wait in expectation.
Psalms 5:3

A NEW SEASON

OF

M O R N I N G R E F L E CT I O N

For years Sara did not have a relaxed morning routine. With three children
under the age of five, she found herself living in a day-to-day survival mode,
plopping on her bed at night often in total exhaustion.
In the first week of September, after helping her youngest child Morgan board
the bus for first grade, Sara suddenly found the house quiet and empty. Years of
crushed cereal on the floor, diapers needing to be changed, and toddler videos
were gone.
She made a cup of the gourmet coffee her husband, Matt, had given her for her
birthday. With the warm mug in hand, she sat on the sofa and began to enjoy the
quietness of the morning. She picked up the family Bible and read Psalms 143:8:
”Let the morning bring me word of your unfailing love, for I have put my trust in you.”
Sara felt God’s presence as she began to pray.

In many ways she had actually become closer to God in the last several years.
She had learned to lean on Him during the challenging times of being a young
mother. Her faith had strengthened even though she hadn’t had time for quiet
morning devotions since before the kids were born.
She thanked God for a new season in her life, one that now would provide an
opportunity for her to have more tender times of reflection with God.

My Cup Overflows
Lord, thank You for your mercies in my life
which are new every morning. I want to fill my heart,
soul, and mind with devotion and love for You each day.
Refresh me with Your Spirit as I seek to serve You.
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LIQUID ALARM CLOCKS
Coffee is a tasteful alternative to boisterous alarm clocks and annoying roosters.
Mornings are easier to wake up with a cup of coffee’s caffeine as part of the scene.
Inventors, accountants, homemakers, teachers and yes, even police with their
donut cohorts, call for an awakening force and find daylight in coffee as a refreshing resource. And since coffee is a liquid alarm clock without a snooze button, waking up is only the start. It’s what you and your coffee do with the day that makes
the difference in life.
A rooster’s
cock-a-doodle-doo
could never show up,
surpass, or ever outdo
the morning booster
of a coffee cup.
Dave Davidson

ONE

SMALL SIP

FOR THIS MORNING.

ONE

GIANT GULP

F O R T H E D AY .
never said by Neil Armstrong

J

A V A

T

R I V I A

Second only to oil, coffee
is a huge worldwide commodity
with 10 billion pounds produced
each year in 75 countries.
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D A N & D AV E D AV I D S O N
have written over a dozen books using motivation, hope, humor, and inspiration to encourage readers to reflect on their own lives. They
have shared the combined literary pen name of
Cyrano De Words-u-lac.
The brothers have formed the ThinkWOW.com Creative Team with other writers
and graphic artists. Special thanks to Becca Lynn (BeccaLynn.com) and M.M.
McLaughlin for their contributions to A Cup of Devotion with God.
If you would like to make a submission for a future book or would like information
on speaking workshops, contact Dan & Dave Davidson at ThinkWOW.com / P.O.
Box 1416 / Salem, VA 24153 / Email - davidson@ThinkWOW.com.
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is an illustrator who joyfully
combines color and dancing
lines to create art that is visually
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God for her creative talents.
Nancy G. enjoys spending time
with her children and illustrates
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www.NancyG.com.
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